The busier you are, the harder the TI-5315 commercial desktop display works to keep you right on time and on the money.

**Built-in date, time...even an alarm.**

Its 12-digit recessed non-glare display shows the date and time when the calculator is not being used. And you can switch to the clock without affecting calculations in progress. Just press the “select” key to change modes. Equally impressive are the display characters, large enough to read from across the room instead of only when seated behind a desk.

Count on the built-in alarm too. It works like a beeper to remind you of meetings, appointments, phone calls to be made and other important events on your agenda. A bell symbol appears in the display to indicate that the alarm is set.

**Productivity-minded calculator features.**

In the calculator mode, special “light-up” audit trail symbols appear in the display to denote certain values and results. For example, “MR” indicates a value recalled from memory; “GF” indicates the profit amount for a GPM calculation.

Two separate memories—a 4-key primary and a 2-key secondary—are independent and add registers, allow you to perform up to three sets of calculations simultaneously, ideal for complex problems or “what if” comparisons. Each memory can be cleared separately...or the handy AC key clears all registers with one touch.

**More business assets.**

The TI-5315 is all business with additional special functions. First factor accumulation sums first numbers in multiplication and division calculations. The Gross Profit Margin key allows you to calculate selling price and gross profit while the delta percent key obtains the percentage difference between two values.

Standard functions: item count, averaging, change sign (+/-) and right shift keys; automatic constant; 8-position decimal and 3/4 rounding switches, and two-key rollover.

The contoured, long travel keyboard is designed for the ultimate in comfort. And advanced styling adds a finishing touch of sophistication.

The reliable, remarkable TI-5315 from Texas Instruments. It puts time and results on your side.

**Special Features**

- Large, 12-digit vacuum fluorescent display, recessed to reduce glare.
- Displays date and time continuously when not being used as a calculator.
- “Select” key alternates between clock and calculator without affecting calculations in progress.
- Built-in alarm sounds as reminder of events, appointments, meetings during the business day.
- “Light-Up” symbols in display provide visual audit trail.
- An independent add register and two separate memories—4-key primary memory and 2-key secondary memory—perform up to three separate sets of calculations at the same time.
- AC key conveniently clears all registers at once.
- First factor accumulation sums first numbers in multiplication and division calculations. A great tool for invoice extensions.
- Item count key allows fast verification of lengthy addition and subtraction calculations.
- Average key calculates the average of addition and subtraction entries.
- Change sign (+/-) key.
- 8-position decimal switch (+XFO2346).
- 3-position rounding switch (up, 5/4, down).
- Right shift key corrects the last digit entered.
- 2-key rollover protects against errors when two keys are pressed at the same time.
- Gross Profit Margin key calculates gross profit and selling price.
- Delta percent key obtains the percentage difference between two values.

**Specifications**

- **Display:** 12-digit, non-glare vacuum fluorescent. 12mm character height.
- **Size:** 9.3 inches x 9.8 inches x 4.7 inches.
- **Weight:** 2.5 pounds.

**One-Year Limited Warranty**

The TI-5315 calculator is covered by a one-year limited warranty against defects in materials and workmanship. The full text of this warranty is published in the owner's manual accompanying the TI-5315.

Texas Instruments reserves the right to make changes in the materials and specifications without notice.